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ABSTRACT

Much of the research on discourse in sign languages thus far has been carried out on
American Sign Language. With this thesis, I add to the current research by comparing
what is known about participant reference in American Sign Language with Colombian
Sign Language.
This thesis analyzes six separate stories totaling 72 minutes, signed by 5 different
native signers of Colombian Sign Language. ELAN (a computer software for annotation)
was used to mark all of the referring terms in the subject position and categorize the
terms by type (nominal reference, pronominal reference, zero-anaphor, and classifier)
and by function (introduction, reintroduction and maintained reference). The numbers
were then tallied up for each type of referring expression in each function category to see
the general trends of usage for each type of referring term in different situations. This
research was modeled on the work done by Frederiksen and Mayberry (2016) so that the
data may be compared to the data collected on referring terms in American Sign
Language.
It was found that zero-anaphor references are used for entities with the highest
accessibility (high accessibility means entities that are have been recently mentioned or
are thematically important to the narrative) and nominal references are used for entities
with the lowest accessibility (meaning entities that are backgrounded, new to the
narrative, or not mentioned for a while in a particular part of the narrative). The differing
usage of referring terms in accordance with accessibility of the referent is different in
some areas in Colombian Sign Language when compared with American Sign Language.
In Colombian Sign Language, zero-anaphor reference is used for entities with the highest
xi

accessibility (most highlighted); whereas in American Sign Language, entity classifiers
are used in those situations.
Another finding was that zero-anaphor reference in Colombian Sign Language
occurs almost exclusively in the context of constructed action.

xii

CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
Colombian Sign Language (Lengua de Señas Colombiana) is the national sign
language of the country of Colombia in northern South America. It is commonly referred
to as LSC (although that does at times create confusion with Catalan Sign Language); the
ISO 639-3 code is csn. Ethnologue (Eberhard, Simons and Fennig 2021) estimates
101,000-201,000 speakers many of whom are bilingual in Spanish as well. There are at
least two Deaf schools in Bogota and two in Medellin. The language has different
dialects depending on the city, but the Colombian Deaf that I have communicated with
assure me that, on most topics, they understand each other well. LSC is believed to have
begun around 1924 when the first Deaf school was established (Barreto & Cortes 2014).
There has been a recent push for recognition and support of LSC in Colombia,
including interpreter training programs, promoting use of LSC in Deaf schools, LSC
classes for parents of Deaf children, online dictionaries, and online school resources in
LSC. According to FENASCOL (National Federation of the Deaf in Colombia or
Federación Nacional de Sordos de Colombia), legal recognition of LSC was
accomplished in two main parts. In 1996, presidential law 324 affirmed the right to
manual sign language for the Deaf in Colombia and the right to access information
through interpreters (FENASCOL 2016). In 2005, presidential law 982 fleshed out the
legal rights of the Deaf—new additions included access to interpreters in all levels of
education, for medical appointments, and good language modeling in early childhood for
Deaf children (FENASCOL 2016).
Academic research on the language remains limited, however. There appears to be
only one article that explores discourse in LSC (Barreto & Cortes 2014). It contains
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preliminary research on the basic structure of LSC and comments on the use of space in
discourse and the simultaneous nature of the language’s grammatical structure. The
authors found that people, locations, and concepts could be set up in different points of
space to be referenced through body shift, indexing or other ways. They also found that
through body shift, eyegaze, other non-manuals, and lexical signs, multiple entities could
be referenced at the same time. They stopped short, however, of deeper analysis of
participant reference and tracking in LSC discourse—the topic of this thesis.
Discourse analysis in sign languages around the world is still in its infancy. Most of
the research done so far has been conducted on American Sign Language (ASL).
Accordingly, this research is modeled on similar research by Frederiksen and Mayberry
(2016) with native signers of ASL in the Washington DC area. Participants in the study
were shown a series of short, silent films or a series of pictures and asked to retell the
plot. The resulting texts were then analyzed. Frederiksen and Mayberry counted the
referring forms that appeared in the subject position of the clause and then put them in
categories depending on whether the participant was being introduced for the first time in
the narrative, reintroduced, or maintained in focus from the previous clause. They found
that zero anaphor (zero anaphor reference and zero anaphor with verb agreement)
accounted for the vast majority of maintained references, and nominal references (bare
nouns, fingerspelling, and noun phrases) accounted for the majority of newly introduced
referents. Reintroductions were mostly handled with zero anaphor, but there were a
significant number of instances where bare nouns were used. What was especially
striking was the low number of reintroduced referents and low use of “pronominals” (i.e.
indexing). Reintroductions only accounted for 7% of the references, and pronominals
were only used 4 times total in all of the texts. Swabey’s earlier research (Swabey 2011)
comments on the tendency of ASL to avoid indexing in narrative text when possible,
though Grosso (Grosso 2017) found that is not the case in ASL non-narrative text.
However, that does not account for the near absence of reintroductions. The texts
14

Frederiksen and Mayberry used averaged about 15 seconds in length and thus it may be
that they were too short to require many reintroductions.
Swabey and Grosso both worked from the perspective of Gundel’s Givenness
Hierarchy (Grosso 2017; Swabey 2011). This hierarchy provides a way to separate
references into categories depending on how much the audience can be assumed to know
about the referent. As Swabey explains, Gundel’s model is based on Relevance Theory
(Sperber & Wilson 1995) under the assumption that if a concept is readily accessible to
the audience (e.g. because of being mentioned recently or thematically important in the
narrative), less coding will be used. If it is less accessible to the audience (e.g. a
backgrounded entity, new entity, or one that has not been mentioned in a long time in the
text), more coding will be used. In Swabey’s work on narrative texts in ASL, it was
found that ASL can easily hold multiple referents in focus at the same time through using
both hands, eyegaze and other non-manuals. Often, for this reason, less coding is needed
than would normally be needed in spoken languages. In ASL, a handshape referring to a
character can be physically held in space while another referent is being introduced. The
signer need only make a sign and hold the handshape in place with one hand, while the
other hand continues to articulate signs in another locus. This type of simultaneity is
impossible in a spoken language. Taking all this into account, participants in ASL
narratives remain accessible for longer than in most spoken languages, leading to overall
less coding.
In chapter seven of the book Varieties of Narrative Analysis (Koven 2011), Michele
Koven explores a related phenomenon in spoken language. Koven conducted interviews
with young bilingual Portuguese women living in France and analyzed their speech. She
found that in their personal narratives, they used several strategies to present themselves
and others in a past situation, while also commenting on the story from their present
viewpoint. Most of this was done through added commentary interspersed in the story.
However, some of the commentary was simultaneous through facial expressions,
15

gestures, pausing or elongating words, tone of voice, or choosing vocabulary from a
higher or lower register than would be expected. All of these worked together to weave a
story in the past, while also informing the audience what the speaker thought about the
incident from her current perspective.
In sign languages, with the ability to use multiple articulators at the same time, this
type of simultaneous use of perspectives can be taken to a higher level, to handle two or
even three perspectives at once without danger of confusion.
There has also been some research done on other sign languages. Katelyn French
studied Ethiopian Sign Language discourse and participant tracking, showing that
participant tracking can look very different in sign languages other than ASL (French
2018). Unlike in ASL, there is a definite avoidance of zero anaphor reference in
Ethiopian Sign Language.
Ethiopian Sign Language seems to have no entity classifiers and makes use of space
in a very different way from ASL. In Ethiopian sign language, the language heavily uses
indexing, body shift (in this language usually involving physically walking to a new
place), constructed action, and lexical signs for participant reference tracking throughout
the narrative, even for characters that are still in focus. Spatial loci are used in Ethiopian
Sign Language but normally only two points in space, those two points of space are used
more as a VIP strategy1 (VIP on the right, all others on the left) than indicating their
actual physical location in the story. This strategy is a completely different use of space
from what ASL does.
Dooley and Levinsohn (2001) define a VIP strategy as follows:

1

Analyzing the use of space in Ethiopian Sign Language as a VIP strategy was not actually part of
French’s thesis, but in personal communication, she noted that it could be seen that way since the main
character is always on the right and all other characters are on the left. The minor characters are never
moved to the right, even when talking among themselves without the main character present.
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In a VIP strategy, one participant is distinguished from the
rest when introduced, and a special set of terms refer to it,
no matter how many others have referred to it more
recently.

In contrast to Ethiopian Sign Language, I found that LSC uses space in a similar way
to ASL. LSC sets up scenes in reference to the true locations of entities in a story, not in
accordance with importance to the story.
In conclusion, very little research has been completed on any aspect of LSC, much
less on discourse. Discourse analysis in sign languages is sadly far behind spoken
languages. Most of the analysis has been done on ASL, but other sign languages can have
very different strategies for tracking participants and signaling information in focus or in
the background. It is important to study the variety that all different sign languages have
to offer, not only to focus efforts on spoken languages. However, discourse analysis in
sign languages can be complicated by the simultaneity of articulators in the language.
Multiple referents can be accessed at the same time, causing the discourse structure to be
more complicated than in many spoken languages.
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CHAPTER 2 : LINGUISTIC BACKGROUND
LSC is a relatively young sign language, thought to be around 100 years old at the
present date. It is a natural language in the visual-spatial modality. It has been highly
lexically influenced by ASL although the underlying grammatical structure has some
striking differences—some of which will be expanded on in later chapters of this thesis.
Because of the visual-spatial modality, LSC (and most sign languages) have the
following basic structures:

2.1 Spatial loci
All known natural sign languages make use of space for such things as verb
agreement and pronominal reference. An item, person, or even concept can be given a
locus in space and then that location can be used for reference. For example if a signer is
comparing avocados to armadillos, he may sign “avocado” to his right, and “armadillo”
to his left and then continue discussion by pointing to the two locations, rather than
signing the lexical item again. Also verbs can be made to spatially agree with the loci, by
moving from one locus to another.
In the example below of this concept, the signer sets up a group of young people to
his left, and a group of old people to his right. In the third frame, he is signing “work” in
the space dedicated to the group of young people while looking over his shoulder at the
locus dedicated to the old people, meaning “The young people worked and saw the old
people.”
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Example 1: The story of Llivian (00:32-00:45), Setting up Loci.

Locus for young people

Locus for old people

“Young people work and
look at old people.”

Gulleburg (2006) explores how the use of loci is present in spoken language as well.
She points out that especially in situations where communication is difficult (i.e. L2
speakers), speakers will make use of loci in space through co-speech gestures as an aide
in reference tracking. The addressee can then use these points in space to reference in
their reply. It is important to note that while the use of loci for reference tracking is not
completely unique to sign languages, but it is much more highly developed than in
spoken languages. The use of loci is not optional in most sign languages, but rather
required for clear referencing.

2.2 Non-Manuals
Not all of the features of LSC are on the hands; facial expression, shoulder
movements, eyegaze, head tilts, etc are all important to the visual grammar of the
language. Non-manuals can generally be classified into several categories including
gestural, lexical, modifying, and role shifting.
Gestural non-manuals include facial expressions that show what the signer feels
about a subject or what a character in the story feels. These can be compared to the use of
tone of voice in spoken languages for similar purposes. In transcription glosses presented
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in this thesis, these non-manuals are usually not included or if they must be included for
understanding they are in parentheses.
Modifying non-manuals are features on the body or face that are used to modify the
signs on the hands. In the example 2 below, the signer’s lowered eyebrows and scrunched
nose adds the element of interrogative to the sign “name” which he is signing with his
hands. Taken together it means “What is the name?”
Example 2: The story of Llivian (00:26). Inflective non-manual

In glossing, modifying non-manuals are indicated by a line and a label above the
lexical sign, as in the example, using the same clause below:
Example 3: The story of Llivian (00:26). Inflective non-manual
Int

tt

NOMBRE
what.name
What is the name?
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Lexical non-manuals are non-manuals that are a necessary element of a lexical sign
and always appear with that particular sign. The example below in example 4 shows the
signer signing the LSC existential verb, the equivalent of English “there are”.
Example 4: The story of Llivian (00:25). Lexical non-manual for existential verb

The puffed cheek in this sign is a necessary part of the sign, and is in fact more
necessary than the manual part of the sign. From personal experience, if I asked a Deaf
colleague if there was coffee available in the coffee pot, he or she would almost always
reply with a simple cheek puff before returning back to the task at hand.
This is an example of a non-manual that is lexicalized to become a sign on its own.
This type of non-manual will be indicated in transcription for this thesis simply with a
gloss, the same as for a lexical sign.

2.3 Role shift: Constructed Dialogue and Constructed Action
Role shift (both constructed dialogue and constructed action) is a coordination of
non-manuals to indicate the narrator taking on the role of a character in the discourse,
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indicating either the character’s words (constructed dialogue) or actions (constructed
action). In LSC narrative, role shift is used extensively to aid the audience in
understanding participant reference without requiring a manual sign. Instead the signer
takes on the role of that character and shows through action what that character is doing,
saying, thinking, or feeling.
Liddell and Metzger (1998) wrote of “blended space” in constructed action. In their
research, they showed a signer a comic strip that portrayed a cat using his owner as a
human remote for changing the channel on the TV (instead of getting up to change the
channel). The signer set up the scenario, and then showed the human and cat through role
shift and constructed action.

Figure 1: Diagram of blended space from Liddell and Metzger (1998)

Liddell and Metzger explain that the signer is signing in real space, but through the
setup of the scene prior, has mapped cartoon space onto real space to create “blended
22

space”. The signer’s movements are not perfectly aligned with the cartoon space (he isn’t
horizontally suspended in space, obviously), but the movement and lowering of the head
evoke the movements in cartoon space. The recipient of the story can easily interpret
what is real space and what is blended space.
Constructed dialogue can be problematic for studies of participant reference.
Previous studies set it aside, because in dialogue, the mental map of characters is changed
to fit what a character in the story would know at that point in time. A character that is
highly accessible otherwise may be introduced as if for the first time. A character that is
new may be introduced as if they are already known because that is what the speaker
knows at that point in the story (Grosso 2017). These complexities in the analysis of
constructed dialogue would likely confuse the results in this research. Another issue with
constructed dialogue is that at times there may be politeness factors or deference from the
characters that would not normally be there in the narrator role, and that can change the
way that particular characters are referenced. To avoid muddying the waters, I follow
previous authors and do not include reference inside constructed dialogue in the analysis
of participant tracking in LSC.
In sign languages, constructed action refers to instances when the signer takes on the
role of one of the characters in the story, not just to deliver dialogue, but to perform
actions as that character. This can become a muddy area, because while it is a reference
to that character in some sense (and many researchers count it as a form of participant
reference), it can extend over several clauses. The subject of the clauses signed during the
constructed action is often understood as being the same as the referent of the constructed
action itself, but not necessarily. In Hendriks’ dissertation (Hendriks 2008) on Jordanian
Sign Language, she noted that in most cases of introduction of a new entity, constructed
action was used to introduce it “through the eyes'' of a character that was already present.
In this way, the constructed action was serving as a framework for understanding the
location and appearance of the new entity as it relates to a previously known entity.
23

Constructed action is a reference that is spread over many signs which makes it
difficult to consider constructed action as a traditional form of reference. For this reason,
in this thesis constructed action is considered a framework layered over the text to aid in
interpretation of the referring forms within the text itself. In the texts that were analyzed
for this project, around 40-70% of the story (depending on which story) are told through
role shift, principally constructed action although constructed dialogue also occurs.
Almost every zero anaphor reference is used in the context of constructed action, thus
laying a framework for the audience to easily understand who is being referenced without
need for overt reference.
Hendriks (2008) in her dissertation notes that much of what has been written on
constructed action has mentioned body shift as part of the marking for the beginning and
end of constructed action. However, in her research, Hendriks found that body shift did
not appear to be essential for marking constructed action in Jordanian Sign Language.
Rather, breaking eyegaze with the audience and changing facial expression seemed to be
the main marker.
This seems to be the case often in LSC as well as seen in the following example from
The story of Llivian.
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Example 5: The story of Llivian (06:35-06:36), Eyegaze in constructed action.

In the first frame, the signer is in the narrative role, explaining that the people that
Llivian saw were suffering. For the next sign, he slips into constructed action and takes
on the role of Llivian as he is watching the people while his hands are bound. No
significant body shift has taken place, but the signer's hands assume the position of
Llivian’s bound hands and his eyegaze shifts away from the audience while his face
shows Llivian’s expression of shock.
It is important, however, to note that I am not claiming that body shift never occurs
with role shift in LSC. Below is an example from a different story of role shift and body
shift occurring together.
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Example 6: The little mermaid (01:31-01:33), Body shift with role shift.

In the first frame above, the signer includes a body shift as she takes on the role of
the mermaid with the sign name Hand-close-chest as she approaches her father (while
also using a manual entity classifier that represents Hand-close-chest). In the second
frame, she shifts the other direction to take on the role of the father looking down on his
daughter.
There may be many possible reasons to forgo the body shift or include it in LSC
narrative. Further research to find the exact reasons could prove very interesting.
Hendriks noted the possibility that a particular signer may feel that the location and
orientation of the characters is important and thus include more body shift. Another
possibility is that body shift may highlight that particular transition more and act as a
discourse feature to show a change of flow in the story or place a particular referent in the
foreground.
Hendriks (2008) also found that multiple perspectives could be used in Jordanian
Sign Language at the same time. One example she gave is shown below:
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Figure 2: Two constructions representing a duck jumping on the neck of an elephant
(Taken from [Hendriks 2008]).

In this example, the signer first shows the action from the perspective of the narrator,
then switches to showing the location on her own body. In the second frame, the signer is
showing three perspectives simultaneously. Her left hand is still showing the classifier for
the elephant from the narrator's perspective, her face has the gleeful expression from the
duck’s perspective, and she is showing the duck on her neck from the elephant’s
perspective.
This type of simultaneity is also present in the texts from LSC that I analyzed. Below
is an example, although less complex than the Jordanian example:
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Example 7: The boy and the thunder (00:54). Reference Constellation

In example 7, the signer’s left hand is forming a classifier for the earth. His right
hand is forming a classifier for the sun as it rotates around the earth. His face is showing
the worried expression of the sun as he spots the clouds that are shooting lighting on the
other side of the horizon. The use of the two classifiers represents the perspective of the
narrator, and the expression and eyegaze represents the perspective of the sun. Both
perspectives (of sun and the narrator) are being shown simultaneously.

2.4 Basic referring forms in LSC
Sign languages tend to be very rich in referring forms, and LSC is no exception. To
understand the discussion of the analysis done for this project, it is important to
understand the basic referring forms and how they function in LSC. Below is a discussion
of the most common referring forms, as used in this research, and example sentences for
each one.

2.4.1 Zero anaphor reference
As in spoken languages, zero anaphor reference is defined as a reference that is
understood in context, but not directly stated. For example, in the sentence below, the
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subject is understood to be referring to the pirate from the context without any overt
reference.
Example 8: Pirate and Treasure 02:56-03:00. Zero anaphor referring form
Constructed Action

y

PENSAR

IX

ORO++

think

that

gold.pl

He thought of all that gold.

In LSC, like most sign languages, the verb can carry spatial agreement that indicates
the subject of the verb without otherwise stating it with a separate pronoun or noun, but
not every verb carries agreement. For this reason, zero anaphor reference can occur with
verb agreement or without verb agreement.
In the corpus that was studied for this thesis, almost all zero anaphor references were
in the context of role shift and constructed action/constructed dialogue, in which case the
constructed action aided in the identification of the referent. In this thesis, I have chosen
to not consider constructed action and role shift as an overt form of reference, but rather a
framework in which to interpret the referring forms used on the hands. This is because
role shift usually occurs across multiple clauses, and the clauses themselves may or may
not have the same referents as the role shift. For this reason, zero anaphor reference refers
to a lack of overt reference in the main stream of signs on the hands, not counting any
non-manuals that indicate a role shift.
I also did not make a distinction between zero anaphor reference with verb
agreement and zero anaphor reference without verb agreement, even though these were
important distinctions in similar studies conducted in ASL. The reason for this, is that
verb agreement in LSC seems to behave differently than in ASL. I found no instances of
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verb agreement between two points in space apart from the signer or third person to third
person (which is very common in ASL). Rather, the signer would take on the role of one
of the participants, and then use verb agreement between first and second person or
sometimes in constructed dialogue from first person to third person.
In other words, one point of the verb agreement seemed to be tethered to the signer
in these narratives. It is important to note that I am making no claims on verb agreement
in non-narrative texts in LSC, and further analysis of the role of verb agreement in LSC is
needed to draw any major conclusions. But, for the purpose of comparison to ASL, it did
not appear to me to be helpful to compare verb agreement that is apparently structured
and used differently than my personal observations of ASL. Also, from reading the
articles on ASL that used for comparison, it was not clear to me how they specifically
defined verb agreement, making it even more difficult to compare. For this reason, I put
all null reference in LSC, with or without verb agreement, into one category for analysis.
Keep in mind however that virtually all of the null reference did occur within the
framework of constructed action, which aids in the interpretation for the audience.

2.4.2 Bare Noun
A bare noun reference is a noun phrase that consists of only a noun with no
modifiers. In the example below, HOMBRE-PL ‘men’ is a single sign with no modifying
signs of any type. The sign is plural, but in LSC that is inherent in the sign itself.
Example 9: Pirate and Treasure 04:01-04:03. Bare noun
HOMBRE-PL APLAUDIR++
men

cheer.pl

The men all cheered.
This is a very common method of reference in LSC. I also classified name signs as
bare nouns if they appear alone in the noun phrase.
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2.4.3 Noun Phrase
For this project, I restricted the term “noun phrase” to mean a noun with a modifier
that is not an index, demonstrative, or entity classifier. The reason was that I counted
nouns with indexing, demonstratives and entity classifiers in my data in separate
categories for more precise counting. So, for this thesis, the category of “noun phrase”
refers to nouns modified by quantifiers and adjectives.
Below in example 10, the noun phrase is made up of a noun ‘group’ and an adjective
‘indigenous’.
Example 10: The Waterfall of Tequendama 00:26-00:28. Noun phrase
ÁREA

GRUPO

INDIGENA

VIVIR

area

group

indigenous

live

In this area, an indigenous tribe lived.
There are many cases in the texts of noun phrases made up of nouns in apposition.
Below is an example 11 of a noun phrase made up of 3 nouns in apposition.
Example 11: The Little Mermaid 00:50-00:55. Noun phrase with nouns in apposition
MUJER

(SIGNO)

SIRENA

VOZ

CANTAR

woman

Hand-Close-Chest

mermaid

voice

sing

The mermaid girl, Hand-Close-Chest, sang with her voice.
The intuitive idea is to distinguish references that are single nouns from more
elaborate constructions. In Colombian Sign Language, there are many cases where there
are 2-3 nouns in apposition. This is counted as a noun phrase and not three bare nouns
because while there are three nouns, this occurs in one clause with one verb phrase, thus
not constituting 3 separate references. In short, I have counted multiple coreferential
nouns in succession as noun phrases. This particular instance is from the first introduction
of Hand-Close-Chest as a main character. In other parts of the story, Hand-Close Chest
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might be referred to by her name sign only or by her sign and another noun. Hand-CloseChest’s name sign by itself was coded as a bare noun, but the other combinations were
coded as noun phrases.
When there was a need to combine all bare nouns, noun phrases, and nouns with
indexing or other referring forms, the category is referred to as “Nominal references” in
this thesis.

2.4.4

Index

Indexing in sign languages refers to pointing, usually with the index finger. In
example 12 below, IX marks the index in the clause. In this particular instance, the index
is used to indicate an entire group instead of just one person. There is a plural version of
the index (it makes a circular sweep), but in this instance it was not used, although the
referent was plural.
Example 12: Story of Llivian 00:42-00:46
Constructed Action (group of young people)
IX

TRABAJAR

this.group work

y

MIRAR-ATRAS

TRABAJAR

MIRAR-ATRAS

look.behind

work

look.behind

They watched them as they worked.
A signer may point to a place in space, to an entity classifier on the other hand, to an
item on a list represented by the other hand, etc. Indexing in other sign languages has
been analyzed as instances of pronouns, determiners, demonstratives, and locatives.
Because there is so little research done on the grammatical structure of Colombian Sign
Language, and because I’m not attempting to analyze the whole of the grammar for this
study, I have put all instances of indexing into the same category. Instances of indexing
plus nouns or indexing plus entity classifiers are counted separately for more precise
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numbering. Further analysis of the complexities of indexing in Colombian Sign Language
would make a good topic for future research.

2.4.5 Size and Shape Specifiers (SASS)
SASS is a standardized acronym in sign language literature that refers to a type of
classifier that specifies size and shape, i.e. “size and shape specifiers”. SASSs can
involve tracing the outline of an object, or shaping the hands to an object’s shape — such
as cupping the hands to create a bowl, or forming the fingers into a circle and tracing the
length of a tree branch. In Example 13 below, the signer uses a SASS classifier to
describe the shape of a mountain that figures prominently in the story. The mountain has
steep sides and a level, sunken top.
Example 13: Waterfall of Tequendama 00:55-00:57 SASS

SASS are not only a reference term, but a whole description. In this thesis, I chose to
code SASS as noun phrases containing relative clauses. Analyzed thus, an English
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counterpart for the SASS example in (5) would be “The mountain that was steep sided,
with a sunken flat top…”. However, I have kept them separate from regular noun phrases
in my data for more precise counting and later for better comparison with ASL studies
that have counted them separately.
Examples of SASS were not rare in the texts analyzed for this thesis, but they did not
often appear in the subject position of the clause. SASSes create very heavy references,
and in the research done on ASL by Frederiksen and Mayberry (2016), it was not a
preferred reference type. They do appear more often in LSC, probably because of the
avoidance of fingerspelling. I theorize that when a concept has no specific lexical sign,
ASL signers tend to resort to fingerspelling first. LSC signers tend to resort to SASSes to
describe the concept.

2.4.6 Entity classifier
Entity classifiers are another type of classifier that consists of a handshape referring
to a particular class of entities, and generally with an iconic relationship to that class.
Entity classifiers are generally standardized within a sign language. For example,
American Sign Language uses the 3-handshape to indicate a vehicle and the 1 or 2handshape to indicate a person.
In Example 14, the signer uses an entity classifier to refer to Kuntu, the main
character, as he jumps from a boat into a river. His left hand is an entity classifier
representing the side of the boat while his right hand uses an entity classifier representing
Kuntu as he jumps in the water.
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Example 14: Munuani, King of the Fish 07:12-07:13. Entity Classifiers

This is an example of a standardized classifier in use. The V handshape is a standard
shape to refer to a human in a narrative. But, if needed, a new handshape can be
introduced as a novel entity classifier if there is no standard entity classifier that suffices
for the situation. For example, in The boy and the thunder, the signer uses two Chandshapes to indicate the actions of the clouds. Obviously clouds are not normally an
animate actor in a story, so for this situation, some improvisation was needed.
For this thesis, the preceding referring forms (zero anaphor, bare noun, noun phrase,
index, SASS, and entity classifier) are the referring forms that I coded for analysis. These
various referring forms can be used individually or combined to create heavier
references.
In the data that I collected, I found multiple instances of combined referring forms
for heavier reference. I coded them separately in my first charts, though they were
somewhat rare and often ended up in a combined “other” category at the end of the
coding.
Later in my analysis, I needed to group the references into nominal, pronominal,
classifier, and SASS categories. For these categories, if the heavier reference contained
any noun, I chose to put it in the nominal category. For the other combined references, I
looked back at the video and tried to determine which reference type was given the most
emphasis in the production, and then coded it according to the emphasized reference
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type. The number of non-nominal combined references overall was very small (less than
10 total) and did not affect the overall conclusions.

2.5

Referring form “constellations”
We have discussed the various categories of referring forms that occur in Colombian

Sign Language, but not how they occur. Unlike spoken languages, more than one
articulator is available at the same time, so more than one referring form can be used at
once. Czubek (2017) refers to “constellations” of referring forms in ASL. He notes that
not only is it possible to reference more than one entity at the same time, it is preferable.
In his research on ASL, he found that there are grammatical ways in the language to
reference sequentially, that is, to sign the lexical sign for each entity in sequence without
using constructed action or classifiers. But, such constructions would feel stilted and
lifeless. While grammatical, they give no information on which entities are most
important to the narrative and should be highlighted and which are not, so that in a story
tracking who is doing what becomes very difficult.
Czubek likens the various types of referring forms in ASL to different types of
stage lighting, some are spotlights and some are soft background lights, while others are
not lights at all, but rather shadows to background an entity so that it doesn’t distract
from the main show. In a narrative in ASL, these lights are working in complementary
ways simultaneously. Below is an example picture taken from Czubek’s work in ASL,
highlighting the simultaneous referencing that occurs in ASL.
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Figure 3: Simultaneous referencing in ASL narrative (Czubek 2017).

In this example, “Body Classifier” is what I have described as constructed action.
The body of the signer takes on the role of the character (a gardener in this case), his
dominant hand is an instrument classifier (a type of entity classifier) representing a pair
of scissors and his non-dominant hand is an entity classifier of a flower. In that particular
moment the signer is producing references to three separate entities at the same time. In
the second frame shown above, the signer (still in the role of gardener, hands flowers to a
recipient. Taking on the role of a character foregrounds and highlights that particular role.
The eyegaze toward the recipient has a dual role of signaling the role shift (as noted in
Chapter 1) while also referring to the recipient. As for his dominant hand holding the
flowers, it highlights the flowers. The invisible flowers are moved through space from the
gardener to the recipient loci—which also serve as non-highlighted referring forms. All
of this information together is transmitted in the space of a few seconds. Czubek notes
that each of these reference constellations contains the information that would be present
in an entire clause in English.
These types of reference constellations are very common throughout the LSC stories
I analyzed. The example below is taken from a scene in which the sun is peeking over the
edge of the earth and looking with fear at the angry, dark clouds.
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Example 15: The boy and the thunder (00:54). Reference Constellation

In Example 15, the signer’s dominant hand is an entity classifier representing the
sun, the non-dominant hand is a SASS, representing the earth. His body has taken on the
role of the sun in his fearful expression, while his eyegaze is directed at the threatening
clouds on the horizon. That makes for a total of 4 distinct references, two of which are
referencing the same entity.
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CHAPTER 3 : METHODOLOGY
3.1 Background
INSOR (National Institute for the Deaf in Colombia) has a YouTube channel2 that is
meant to be a resource to Deaf schools in Colombia. They have published lectures on
chemistry, biology, mathematics, and social sciences; as well as a collection of “Signed
Literature”. Under signed literature, they have two sets of stories: Colombian legends and
classic stories. Many of the stories included in the list are literature commonly used in
public school classrooms in Colombia. It is unclear how these stories were elicited and
whether they are direct translations from a textbook or reinterpretations for a Deaf
audience. If they are direct translations, this could have implications for the structuring of
the story, but my personal experience with LSC leads me to believe that these are stories
reinterpreted for a Colombian Deaf audience in a natural style. For this research, six
stories were chosen from the list. Two stories, The little mermaid and The pirate and the
treasure, were listed under “classic stories”. The other four stories were chosen from the
list of Colombian legends.
The stories average about 12 minutes in length each, and were chosen based on their
ease in translation to English and their incorporation of multiple characters. (For
example, The steadfast soldier was rejected because there was only one character
throughout the whole story which cut down on the use of referring forms. The Indian
Catalina was rejected because it included too many historical references to people and
places with sign names that I am unfamiliar with to be easily translated to English for
analysis.)
The signers of the stories are all Deaf. They are all between the ages of 20-45 (based
on appearances, exact age unknown). All of the signers are from Bogotá. There are 5

2

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJQPAjZYGirtoNRraMgfc2w
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signers in total for the 6 stories. One signer is female, and the other signers are male. The
signer of Munuani, king of the fish also signs The boy and the thunder.
I was not able to collect names of all of the signers, but present here the information
that I do know:
The signer of The waterfall of Tequendama is Giovanni Melendrez. He is employed
at INSOR and has a master’s degree from the National University of Colombia.
The signer of The Pirate and the Treasure is Christian Briceño. He graduated high
school from Filadelfia Deaf school in Bogotá.
The signer of The story of Llivian is Deaf from Bogotá. He has, however, since
signing this video, left the country to study at Gallaudet University in Washington DC.
The signer of The boy and the thunder and Munuani, king of the fish is named Luis,
his sign name is L-nose, but I was unable to discover his family name. He is currently
employed at INSOR.
The signer of The little mermaid (and the only female signer), is named Teresa. Her
sign name is T-chin, but I was unable to discover her family name. She is also currently
employed at INSOR.
All of this information on the signers from the videos was collected through personal
communication with Patricia Jones and John Jaider in Bogotá.

3.2 Summary of Stories
3.2.1 The Pirate and the Gold3
This is a story taken from the list of “classic stories”. In this story there is a pirate
ship sailing to an island, following a treasure map. There are four pirates on the ship.
They are obsessed with gold and can think of nothing else. When they arrive at the island,

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPTVEKrAW0M&list=PLyihWF0yVBhSvhjMe7HZ_dJLdDf2p

dRGW&index=5&t=88s
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they follow the instructions on the map and dig up the treasure chest. Inside the treasure
chest is some sand and a scroll. On the scroll is a letter written by another pirate. The
letter tells the men that gold is not the most important treasure in life, but experiences,
time and relationships are more important. The letter warns that they will waste their
lives in pursuit of gold if they don’t change their ways.

3.2.2 The Little Mermaid4
This is similar to the original story by Hans Christian Andersen, but takes some
unusual twists and turns along the way. Hand-close-chest is a mermaid princess living
under the sea with her three older sisters. She wishes to go on to land and see what it is
like. Her family has a tradition that each princess should go to the beach and look at the
outside world when they turn sixteen years old. When Hand-close-chest does this, she
sees a ship in the distance, and on the ship there are a bunch of people having a party. A
storm gathers and the waves knock the boat about. A young man, V-cheek, is thrown into
the water. Hand-close-chest swims over and rescues him, bringing him to the shore as he
is unconscious. She drags him onto the shore and leaves him there and hides. Curl-hair, a
woman, comes up and finds him and takes him back to the castle where he lives. Handclose-chest has fallen in love with V-cheek and can’t sleep. She cries all the time now.
Her father tells her to forget about the surface, but instead she swims to the black octopus
and gets a potion to turn her into a human in exchange for her voice. She then goes to the
surface, takes the potion and becomes a human but without her voice. V-cheek finds her,
takes her to the castle and introduces her around. Shortly after her arrival, Curl-hair
arrives and gets married to V-cheek. Hand-close-chest is very upset and goes back to the
seashore where her sister arrives and gives her a knife to kill V-cheek. Hand-close-chest
goes to kill V-cheek, but cannot follow through and instead attempts suicide. An angel

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GokE249UioA&list=PLyihWF0yVBhSvhjMe7HZ_dJLdDf2pdR

GW&index=3
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swoops down to save her from death. Subsequently she is taken away to join a group of
angels who save people from suicide.

3.2.3 The Boy and the Thunder5
This is a Colombian creation legend. In the story, the earth is dark and covered with
storm clouds. The clouds enjoy shooting lightning at everything, which causes the sun to
be afraid to come over the horizon. An indigenous boy appears on the earth and is bullied
by the clouds and becomes very afraid of them. One day he climbs a tree and sees a
strange light flashing in the distance. He goes to investigate and meets an owl on the way
that gives him a nest with four owl chicks in it. Once he reaches the horizon, he sees that
the light is really the sun that is hiding behind the horizon. The four owl chicks fly out of
the nest and fly under the sun, forcing it over the horizon. When the light floods over the
horizon, the storm clouds run and hide and the land is filled with plants, animals, and
trees. The story ends with the first indigenous man and woman meeting in the fresh,
young world.

3.2.4 Munuani, King of the Fish6
From a copy of the story that I was able to find in Spanish, this signed version of the
story seems to follow the established folktale quite closely. In this story, there is an
indigenous village near a river. An old man named Kuntu comes to the village one day,
but the people in the village think he is useless so they send him on his way. He travels
farther down the river and builds himself a house where he lives. Sometime later,
Munuani the king of the fish arrives at the village and threatens them since they have
been eating fish from the river. He tells them that he has 3 powers: first he can turn into a

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMowFeyh6sU&list=PLyihWF0yVBhQZHHqYBa9IRCdCblttsR

j4&index=8&t=175s
6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwLuyAiwy98&list=PLyihWF0yVBhQZHHqYBa9IRCdCblttsR

j4&index=4
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fish, second he can turn into a canoe, and thirdly he has a bow and arrow that never miss.
A short time later, the old man is out fishing and catches a giant sparkling fish that turns
out to be Munuani. Munuani wants to eat him and attacks him, but the old man manages
to escape and hide in a cave. While in the cave, he sees Munuani in his original form and
sees that his eyes are on his knees. The old man forms a plan. He hurries home and makes
a new boat and a spear, then he goes up the river again. Munuani attacks him again and
the old man stabs him in the eye with his spear. Then he ties him up and brings him to the
village. The people in the village realize they were wrong to think that the old man had
nothing to offer and invite him to stay.

3.2.5 The Story of Llivian7
This story is another traditional Colombian legend. In an indian village, the young
people begin to think that they do all of the work and the elderly people do nothing. They
decide to kick all the old people out of the village. One young person, Llivian, disagrees
with the majority and he leaves with the old people. They travel to another place and set
up a new village.
In the original village, the young people are having problems without the elderly
there. None of them can remember a story to tell or any of the traditional dances. A man
gets sick and they don’t have the medicine to help. In the new village, Llivian is finding
that the elderly people know many things and can teach him the best way to fish and
such. But, after a while he starts to think of getting married and decides to travel to the
original village to find a wife.
He arrives there and is taken prisoner and tied up. As he looks around he realizes that
five men have set themselves up as the dictators of the village and have forced everyone
to serve them. Every night they drink and party and abuse people. Llivian convinces the

7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoDe-

AX8Nog&list=PLyihWF0yVBhQZHHqYBa9IRCdCblttsRj4&index=12&t=2s
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woman guarding him to escape with him. They convince everyone in the village to leave
with them and go to the old people’s village, leaving the leaders passed out drunk.
When the five leaders wake up, Llivian and the villagers force them to pass between
two lines of the villagers who beat them with branches from a poisonous plant. Then
Llivian unites the village again.

3.2.6 The Waterfall of Tequendama8
This story is a Colombian great flood legend. There is a tribe of people living in the
Bogota plateau in Colombia. They worship the gods and bring them offerings by
dropping gold and jewels into the lake. But after a time they start to ignore the gods. The
gods grow angry and send rain to flood the plain. The crops are destroyed and the people
and animals die. They cry out for forgiveness and Bochica (one of the gods) comes down,
riding a rainbow. He strikes the rock that is holding the water in the plain. Lightning hits
the rock and the water pours through the gap, creating the falls of Tequendama. The story
ends with an epilogue explaining the waterfall’s history up till now.

3.3 Analysis
Each story was downloaded and analyzed with ELAN (2020). In ELAN, the story
was translated with a free translation, then the major sections of the story were marked
(i.e. setting the scene, introducing the characters, introducing the conflict, etc). On
another tier, each referring form that appeared in the role of subject of a clause was
marked and the type of referring form was noted. (See Figure 4)

8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEgMgRoYvpo&list=PLyihWF0yVBhQZHHqYBa9IRCdCbltts

Rj4&index=3&t=1s
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Figure 4: ELAN Analysis of The story of Llivian.

In figure 4 above, the top tier is for marking the major natural sections of the story.
“CD” is constructed dialogue. In that tier, I marked sections of the story that consisted of
only constructed dialogue so that I did not analyze those sections. RefExp1, is for
marking the referring expressions and labeling them with which type of expression they
were. In RefFunx1, I marked the function of each referring expression.
Sign languages typically have quite a variety of referring forms. These six stories
yielded a wide variety, especially when taking the various combinations of referring
forms into account. In Table 1, I have made a list of all of the referring form
combinations that were found in the subject position in these six stories.
In this list I have included index and demonstratives. In LSC there is a demonstrative
that consists of a Y-handshape that appears only a few times in the data. The index often
acts like a demonstrative, and is at times glossed as “this” in the examples as well.
However, all indexing, regardless of meaning is placed in the same category separate
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from the Y-shape demonstratvies. I do not have appropriate data currently to analyze
further how these signs differ from each other in use.

Zero anaphor

Zero anaphor +Verb Agr

Demonstrative

Noun Phrase

Index+Entity Classifier

SASS+Demonstrative

Bare Noun

Handling Classifier

Entity Classifier+Noun Phrase

Index

SASS

Handling+SASS

Index+Noun

Entity Classifier

Noun+SASS

Index+SASS

Noun+Entity Classifier

Entity Classier+Index+Noun

Table 1: Referring expression combinations found in the subject position in the texts.

As many of these combinations of referring forms only occurred once or twice in the
whole corpus of texts, I decided to pay most attention to the following: Zero anaphor,
Noun Phrase, Bare Noun, Index, Index+Noun, SASS and entity Classifier. All other
referring form combinations were lumped into “Other” for the purpose of counting,
although there are a few points of interest related to some of these rarer occurrences that
are discussed later in this paper. It is important to note that while some of these referring
types were rare in the subject position of the clause, they were much less rare in other
positions. Handling classifiers, for example, were very common in the indirect object and
direct object positions of the clause, but rarely appeared in the subject position and were
therefore put into the “Other” category.
On another tier, RefFunx1, the function of the referring form was noted:
introduction, reintroduction, or maintenance. Introduction refers to the first time that a
character is introduced into a story. Reintroduction is used to denote every further
reference to a character when the character was not referred to in any way in the previous
sentence. Maintenance denotes the referring forms used when that particular character
was referenced in the previous sentence (whether as subject or in another role of the
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clause). If the previous clause was a direct quotation of speech, the speaker and the
intended audience of the speech were also considered referenced. For example if Joe said
to Sally, “You are my favorite armadillo”, in the next sentence any reference to Sally or
Joe is considered maintained. If there was no intended audience (if the character was
talking to himself or thinking out loud) then only a reference to the speaker was
considered maintained.
For simplicity of analysis, referring forms within direct reported speech were
excluded from the analysis. The reason for the exclusion was that direct reported speech
is in essence a separate discourse embedded within the larger discourse. When reporting
speech, what is known to the characters in the story is more important than what is
known to the audience of the narrative. This changes the referring forms and can greatly
skew the data (Grosso 2017).
I also noticed that reported speech in these stories is almost all in first person
narrative and there is very frequent indexing to first person compared to the surrounding
narrative. I did not wish to skew the third person narrative data with intrusions of first
person reported speech. More analysis of first person narrative and reported speech
would make an interesting analysis for a later time.
Once all of the referring forms in the stories were marked, I tallied up all of the types
of referring forms in the different categories. I analyzed them as a whole and separately
to look at the trends of referring forms in the different categories of function. I then
compared the findings to previous findings in ASL and was able to draw up a proposed
accessibility hierarchy of referring forms in LSC, which is presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4 : RESULTS
4.1 Analysis of LSC data
After collecting numerical data on all 6 of the stories, I combined the data into Table
1, below. Several trends are clear at a glance. Of all maintained references, 53% were
zero anaphor and 23% were entity classifiers—meaning that 76% of all maintained
references could be accounted for with those two forms alone. For reintroduction, the
waters are a bit more muddy. While it is clear that bare nouns are the most common form,
there are several others that make up a significant portion of the reintroduction
references, including entity classifiers, zero anaphor references, and index+noun. In the
case of introductions, a variety of strategies are used (bare nouns being the most
common) but also noun phrases, index+noun, and SASS.

Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

1 (0.8%)

49 (14%)

344 (53%)

394 (35%)

Bare Noun

40 (33%)

91 (26%)

49 (8%)

180 (16%)

Noun Phrase

21 (17%)

29 (8%)

20 (3%)

70 (6%)

Index+Noun

18 (14%)

45 (13%)

13 (2%)

76 (7%)

Index

2 (1%)

20 (5%)

27 (4%)

49 (4%)

SASS

15 (12%)

7 (2%)

25 (4%)

47 (4%)

Entity Classifier 8 (7%)

69 (20%)

145 (23%)

222 (20%)

Other

16 (13%)

42 (12%)

20 (3%)

78 (7%)

Totals

121 (100%)

352 (100%)

643 (100%)

1,116 (100%)

Table 2: Referring Expressions in all of the stories combined

One surprise in the result is the small number of noun phrases overall. While it is to
be expected that noun phrases would make up a higher percentage of the introductions
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than the other categories, it came as a surprise that there were only 70 noun phrases in
total. It appeared that the signers preferred to break up the heavier noun phrases into
multiple clauses or into presentational (topic-comment) sentences, causing the number to
be rather low. For example, in the story Munuani, king of the fish, Kuntu, the main
character is introduced with the sentence: “Alone, a person came. He was an old man. He
walked bent over because he was old.” None of the subjects of the clauses are heavy
noun phrases. Instead, the weight is shifted to the comment side of the clause and broken
up into multiple clauses.
Also, I found that there was very little fingerspelling in the stories. There were only 4
instances of fingerspelling in all of the data, and all of them were names of minor
characters (it would be interesting in a later study to see if fingerspelling a name is a way
of marking that the character is not very significant to the narrative). In ASL,
fingerspelling is often used as part of the introduction for items that have no established
sign. In the data analyzed for this thesis, I found that it was most common to use SASS
and/or classifiers to describe the new item. See example 16 below:
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Example 16: Munuani, king of the fish (05:58-06:02). Using Classifiers and SASSes
to desribe a new object.

In example 15 above, the signer was talking about Kuntu fishing with a fishing line
over the side of the boat. In panel one, his right hand is holding the fishing line, as his left
hand reaches for a spear beside him. This is the first time that the spear is mentioned as it
had not previously been set up as a locus. So, the first mention of the new object is
through a handling classifier as Kuntu grabs it from beside him. In panel two, the signer
switches from the role of Kuntu to the role of the narrator to explain the object he has
grabbed. He uses his fingers to trace the point of the spear, starting in the second panel
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and ending in the third panel. This is a SASS. Then, he role-shifts back to Kuntu and
throws the spear. Throughout this sequence, the signer never uses fingerspelling or a
lexicalized sign for the spear.
While the raw data and general findings are interesting, my goal in analysis was to
create an accessibility hierarchy for referring forms in LSC narrative based on the data
found in these six LSC stories. In creating a hierarchy for LSC, I arranged the data as
shown below. In this table, the index+noun category has been combined with the noun
phrase category (since it is a noun with a modifier).

LSC

Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Noun Phrase

51 (42%)

108 (31%)

49 (8%)

208 (19%)

Bare Noun

40 (33%)

91 (26%)

49 (8%)

180 (16%)

Index

2 (2%)

20 (6%)

27 (4%)

49 (4%)

Zero Anaphor

1 (1%)

49 (14%)

344 (53%)

394 (34%)

Entity
Classifier

8 (7%)

69 (20%)

145 (23%)

222 (20%)

SASS

19 (16%)

15 (4%)

29 (4%)

63 (6%)

Totals

121 (100%)

352 (100%)

643 (100%)

1116 (100%)

Table 3: Referring expressions in LSC grouped by major types.
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Here is presented the same table, but in chart form for easier visualization:

Figure 5: Referring expressions in LSC by major types (Numbers in Percentages).

In Figure 5, it is clear that noun phrases are the most likely to appear in the
introduction function, so I place noun phrases as referring to the least accessible
referents. SASS I placed second. The overall numbers of SASS are low, meaning that
SASS do not make a high percentage in any slot, but the highest percentage of SASS is in
the introduction category. However, when looking at bare numbers instead of percentages
(presented in table 3), there is a higher number of SASSes in the maintained slot than in
the introduction (29 instances in the maintained slot versus 19 introductions and 15 reintroductions) which is not the case for noun phrases. I felt that there could be an
argument made for SASS to be the lowest accessibility but because of the low
percentage, I chose to place it tentatively as higher accessibility than Noun phrases.
As discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis, I analyzed SASSes as noun phrases
containing relative clauses and would have combined noun phrases and SASSes into one
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class if it had not been for the need to separate them for comparison with other studies. It
is not surprising then, that it is difficult to see where to place SASSes in reference to
other nominals.
Entity Classifiers appear very rarely in the function of introduction, but then make up
20% and 23% of reintroductions and maintained references respectively. This led me to
place it as referring to less accessible referents than zero anaphor which made up a much
higher percentage of the maintained references.
There were not enough instances of indexing to allow me to make a clear call on
where to place it. But based on the data I do have, I placed it as referring to less
accessible referents than zero anaphor since it made up a higher percentage of
reintroductions than maintained references. Also, indexing was used only twice in all the
data for introduction, versus 20 reintroductions and 27 maintained references. For this
reason I placed indexing as referring to more accessible referents than semantic
classifiers. More data is necessary to make the position in the hierarchy clearer.
Last of all, zero anaphor references make up the vast majority of maintained
references and only once occurred in an introduction (a special case where the narrator
was trying to convey a sense of mystery) and so is placed as referring to the most
accessible referents of all reference types.
Below is the hierarchy of reference types that I propose for LSC, based on my data
(Table 4):
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Referent Accessibility

Referring Expressions

Least

Noun Phrases
SASSes*
Bare nouns
Entity Classifiers
Index*
Zero-anaphor

Most
*tentative. Requires more data to confirm.

Table 4: Preferred LSC referring expressions as a function of referent accessibility.

LSC’s hierarchy of referring forms seems to generally follow what would be
expected in terms of semantic specificity. It stands to reason that in general, speakers
would prefer to use greater semantic specificity–that is, more detailed descriptions when
introducing the character for the first time as opposed to the 35th time that the same
character is referenced. The hierarchy of accessibility in LSC ranks the most semantically
specific terms (noun phrases and SASS) highest followed by bare nouns, entity
classifiers, and finally the least semantically specific: zero anaphor. This is not
particularly surprising.

4.2 Comparison of LSC with studies in ASL

The design of this project was for the most part based on a study done by
Frederiksen and Mayberry on ASL in 2016. In that study, narratives were elicited from
native signers through pictures and the resulting texts were analyzed in much the same
way that I have. They combined their results into four major categories, as shown in table
3 below:
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Reference Category

Reference Type

Nominal

Bare Noun
Fingerspelled noun
Modified Noun (Including index+noun)

Pronominal

Pronoun (Indexing)

Zero Anaphor

Constructed action/dialogue
Plain verb with zero anaphor reference
Agreement verb

Classifier

SASS
Semantic Classifier (Entity Classifier)
Handling Classifier

Table 5: Referent status definitions according to Frederiksen and Mayberry (2016)

In order to compare findings, I grouped my data in the same way as seen in the table
below:

LSC

Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Nominal

91 (75%)

199 (56%)

98 (15%)

388 (35%)

Pronominal

2 (2%)

20 (6%)

27 (4%)

49 (4%)

Zero Anaphor

1 (1%)

49 (14%)

344 (54%)

394 (35%)

Classifier

27 (22%)

84 (24%)

174 (27%)

285 (26%)

Totals

121 (100%)

352 (100%)

643 (100%)

1116 (100%)

Table 6: Referring expressions in LSC grouped by major types.

To better visualize this data (which is important to the findings later), here is a chart
of the percentages in LSC.
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Figure 6: Referring expressions in LSC grouped by major types.

These findings can now be compared to the findings in ASL in the study by
Frederiksen and Mayberry in the table below:

ASL

Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Nominal

101 (93%)

10 (33%)

24 (8%)

135 (30%)

Pronominal

0

0

4 (1%)

4 (1%)

Zero Anaphor

1 (1%)

20 (67%)

219 (71%)

240 (53%)

Classifier

7 (6%)

0

63 (20%)

70 (16%)

Totals

109 (100%)

30 (100%)

310 (100%)

449 (100%)

Table 7: Referring expressions in ASL grouped by major types.

Or in chart form to better visualize:
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Figure 7: Referring expressions in ASL grouped by major types.

Beginning with the first column, “Introduction”, it is clear that both languages use
nominal referents for introductions most of the time. However, LSC signers of these
stories used classifiers for introduction 22% of the time while ASL signers used
classifiers only for 6% of the introductions. In their results, Frederiksen and Mayberry
mentioned that the relatively low number of classifiers came as a surprise to them, but
this reticence to use classifiers for introductions and reintroductions was also observed by
Czubek in his more extensive research on referring forms in ASL. This suggests that for
ASL, classifiers are considered appropriate only for more readily accessible referents.
Below in Figure 8 is a more visual representation of the differences between
introductions in the two languages.
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Figure 8: Comparison of LSC and ASL reference types in introductions. Numbers are in
percentages.

Some of the difference in numbers between nominal and classifier types in LSC and
ASL likely stem from the lack of fingerspelling in LSC. In all of the 6 stories analyzed
there were only 3 instances of fingerspelling, and all three were for names of minor
characters. So, when a signer in LSC is introducing an entity that doesn’t have a common
sign, they tend to describe it with classifiers and SASSes. In ASL, a signer is more likely
to fingerspell when the referent has no established sign.
Moving on to reintroductions, Frederiksen and Mayberry (2016) found that ASL has
a clear preference for zero anaphor reference when reintroducing characters. In these
LSC stories, on the other hand, there is a clear preference for nominal references (the
most common in this category being bare nouns). See Figure 8 below:
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Figure 9: Comparison of LSC and ASL reference types in reintroductions. Numbers are
in percentages.

As can be seen from this chart, ASL had no instances of classifiers used for
reintroduction, while LSC used classifiers for almost a quarter of the reintroductions. It
seems, then, that ASL prefers to use less coding for reintroductions, while LSC prefers to
use more coding—most notably bare nouns and classifiers.
As can be seen in Figure 9, ASL leans overwhelmingly towards zero-anaphor in
maintained reference. Also for ASL, classifiers only make up 20%. LSC relies heavily on
zero-anaphor references, but has a larger amount of nominal references (15%) and
classifiers (27%).
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Figure 10: Comparison of LSC and ASL reference types in maintained reference.
Numbers are in percentages.

A quick look at the overall totals shows that ASL almost never uses pronominals
(appearing only 4 times in all of the data collected and accounting for only 1% of the
referring forms). This supports what Grosso (2017) noted as being true for narrative ASL
(but not true for non-narrative ASL, per her findings). LSC also avoids pronominals, but
not to the same extent (appearing 49 times in the data – which accounts for 4% of the
total referring forms). Nominal references and classifiers are used more frequently in
LSC than in ASL. ASL relies most heavily overall on zero anaphor references at 71% of
the total references, while in LSC zero anaphor references only accounted for 54% of the
references used.
In Frederiksen and Mayberry’s study of ASL (Frederiksen & Mayberry 2016), and in
Czubek’s dissertation (Czubek 2017) they each respectively created an accessibility
hierarchy based on their findings. I have placed all of the hierarchies including the
hierarchy for LSC in the table 8 for easy comparison. It is important to note that
Frederiksen and Mayberry had so few instances of indexing that they left it off their list
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altogether. Also, their data consisted of very short stories of 15 seconds average, which
could skew the reintroduction data by quite a lot. Czubek’s data consisted of longer
stories, more comparable with the length of the LSC data and for this reason, I have
included his findings as well, for comparison.

Referent
ASL: Frederiksen &
Accessibility
Mayberry (2016)
Least

ASL: Czubek (2017)

LSC

Nominal

Definite Description
(NPs etc)

SASSes*

SASSes

SASSes

Nominal

Zero Anaphor from
Agr. Verbs and CA

Indexing

Entity Classifiers

Zero Anaphor from
plain verbs

Constructed Action

Index*

Semantic (Entity)
Classifiers

Zero anaphor

Zero-anaphor

Semantic (Entity)
Classifiers
Most

Verb agreement

*tentative. Requires more data to confirm.

Table 8: Comparison of ASL accessibility hierarchies with LSC accessibility hierarchy

It is important to note when comparing these studies that each study chose to group
their findings differently. For the sake of comparison in this particular table, I combined
my figures for noun phrases and bare nouns as nominal references which I had previously
separated in Table 4. When combined, I place them below SASSes since SASSes appear
in a much smaller percentage in reintroductions and maintained references than they do
in the introduction location. But, because of the low number of SASSes in my data
overall, this placement is very tentative pending more data.
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Another difference in grouping of the data is that I chose not to separate zero
anaphor verbs by agreement and regular verbs in my analysis of LSC. The reasons for not
distinguishing the instances of zero anaphor by the presence or absence of verb
agreement is mainly associated with there not being much prior work done on grammar
in LSC. It appears from my observations during this analysis that verb agreement may
function differently in LSC than in ASL, as all verb agreement had to agree with first
person only in some way – whether the verb moved from first to third or third to first.
There were no instances of third to third person agreement, which is quite different than
other languages that I have observed. Because there is no work done as of yet to research
how verb agreement functions in LSC, it seemed best to leave all zero anaphor verbs in
one class. For this reason, comparing the hierarchy in LSC to the hierarchies in ASL is
not an easy task. It is interesting to note that Frederiksen and Mayberry (2016) and
Czubek (2017) also made different decisions on classifying constructed action, agreement
verbs, and non-agreement verbs. Frederiksen and Mayberry put agreement verbs and
constructed action together, while Czubek classifies them separately and places them in
very different locations on the hierarchy.
The most interesting comparison between LSC and ASL in regards to accessibility
hierarchies is entity classifiers. In both of the studies listed here on ASL, entity classifiers
are listed as one of the most accessible referring forms if not the most accessible. Both
studies list entity classifiers as referring to more accessible referents than zero anaphor
plain verbs, and constructed action. In LSC, however, entity classifiers fall in the middle
of the hierarchy. All of the LSC data pointed very solidly to entity classifiers referring to
less accessible referents than any zero anaphor reference. That is the most solid take
away from the comparison of my findings in LSC with the findings in ASL.
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CHAPTER 5 : RESULTS STORY BY STORY
In the last chapter, the overall trends of the referring forms in LSC were discussed.
But, discussing the total numbers does mask that there was a lot of variety from story to
story. Each story was unique in the cast of characters that the signer needed to reference:
some stories had multiple human characters, other stories had only one human with
several characters that were not human. Besides the variety of the stories themselves,
each story was signed by a different signer and each signer presumably has their own
idiosyncratic style that influences choices in referential strategies. I now discuss each
individual story and the unique features noticed in each.

5.1 The Pirate and the gold
This story was the shortest of all the stories, so overall had fewer referring forms,
especially in the introduction category. The story has a single main character for the
majority of the story, and the signer maintains the character through zero anaphor
reference within the context of constructed action for the vast majority of the story. This
leads to 50% of the total references being zero anaphor references.
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Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

0 (0%)

13 (25%)

57 (83%)

70 (50%)

Bare Noun

7 (35%)

15 (29%)

1 (1%)

23 (16%)

Noun Phrase

1 (5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

Index+Noun

5 (25%)

7 (13%)

1 (1%)

13 (9%)

Index

0 (0%)

2 (4%)

4 (6%)

6 (4%)

SASS

3 (15%)

1 (2%)

1 (1%)

5 (3%)

Entity Classifier

0 (0%)

11 (21%)

4 (6%)

15 (11%)

Other

4 (20%)

3 (6%)

1 (1%)

8 (6%)

Totals

20 (100%)

52 (100%)

69 (100%)

141 (100%)

Table 9: Referring expressions in The pirate and the gold

5.2 The little mermaid
This story is the longest, and also one of the most complex in terms of characters,
setting, and themes. The main character is Hand-closed-chest (the mermaid), and most of
the story is told from her perspective, but at times the signer also role shifts into the
narrator, the prince, the prince’s fiancé, the sea witch, and other characters.
The most obvious difference in the numbers here is fewer zero anaphor references
used for reintroduction. In the combined results, 14% of reintroductions were zero
anaphor references, but in this story, only 4% are zero anaphor references used for
reintroductions. Also, in the maintained column, 17% are bare nouns, compared with 8%
in the combined results. It seems that this signer is using more coding than the average in
many of her references. Presumably, handling multiple human characters throughout the
story forces the signer to be more specific in her referring forms since zero anaphor
references and entity classifiers could be ambiguous.
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Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

0 (0%)

3 (4%)

73 (54%)

76 (32%)

Bare Noun

8 (29%)

26 (34%)

23 (17%)

57 (24%)

Noun Phrase

8 (29%)

12 (16%)

7 (5%)

27 (11%)

Index+Noun

2 (7%)

11 (14%)

3 (2%)

16 (7%)

Index

1 (4%)

4 (5%)

0 (0%)

5 (2%)

SASS

5 (18%)

0 (0%)

2 (1%)

7 (3%)

Entity Classifier

1 (4%)

12 (16%)

24 (18%)

37 (15%)

Other

3 (11%)

9 (12%)

4 (3%)

16 (7%)

Totals

28 (100%)

77 (100%)

136 (100%)

241 (100%)

Table 10: Referring expressions in The little mermaid

As a signer of ASL, I know that handling classifiers and entity classifiers cannot be
used together because of a scale difference between a life-size handling classifier and a
miniature entity classifier (I also checked with multiple of my Deaf friends who are
native signers and they agree that it would be ungrammatical). In this story, however,
there appears to be an example of the two being used together. See below in Example 16:
Example 17: The little mermaid (13:50), Handling and Entity Classifier
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In Example 17, the signer’s dominant hand clutches a knife, and the non-dominant
hand makes up half of the entity classifier for a boat. The knife and the boat move
together in a circular motion as the mermaid sails to the shore with her knife.
After arriving at the shore, the mermaid exits the boat, but this is shown by moving
the handling classifier for the knife rather than creating an entity classifier for the
mermaid herself. Interestingly, the non-dominant hand which had previously been the
boat, takes on the V-shape of a human entity classifier, but does not actually perform the
movement as the classifier. See below in Example 18.
Example 18: The little mermaid (13:51-13:53), Mermaid exits the boat and starts to
walk.

After exiting the boat, she switches the knife to the other hand and then signs the
verb “walk” with her dominant hand. This verb may look like a classifier, but has become
lexicalized into a regular verb.
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I have seen no instances of this type of mixing of handling and entity classifiers or
use of a handling classifier to replace an entity classifier in this way in ASL.

5.3 The boy and the thunder
This story and the next one (Munuani, king of the fish) are signed by the same
person. This story had only one human character until the very end. The main character
of this story is never given a sign name, which is unique in this story set. My best guess is
that the character is never given a sign name because he is the only human, making it
easy to refer to simply as “boy”, “indigenous person”, or simply a “person” classifier.
The other major characters in the story are the sun, the clouds, and owls. None of these
characters can be referred to with “person” classifiers, which makes the main character
quite easily identifiable.
There is only one instance of fingerspelling in this story, and it is the word buho
‘owl’. It is unclear from the context if the fingerspelling is meant to be the name of the
character, or simply a clarification of the type of animal. The owl introduces himself with
a sign name before the fingerspelling occurs.
This is story also contains the only introduction of a character by zero anaphor
reference. The character is instead introduced with constructed action, resulting in a sort
of mysterious “Meanwhile, someone was hiding in the grass” before the formal full
introduction occurred.
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Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

1 (4%)

4 (9%)

36 (40%)

41 (25%)

Bare Noun

12 (48%)

10 (21%)

4 (4%)

26 (15%)

Noun Phrase

2 (8%)

2 (4%)

0 (0%)

4 (2%)

Index+Noun

1 (4%)

3 (6%)

0 (0%)

4 (2%)

Index

1 (4%)

2 (4%)

2 (2%)

5 (3%)

SASS

3 (12%)

5 (11%)

11 (12%)

19 (12%)

Entity Classifier

4 (16%)

10 (21%)

35 (39%)

49 (30%)

Other

1 (4%)

11 (23%)

1 (1%)

13 (8%)

Totals

25 (100%)

47 (100%)

89 (100%)

161 (100%)

Table 11: Referring expressions in “The Boy and the Thunder”

This story followed the general referring patterns pretty closely, except for a higher
than usual rate of entity classifiers. Use of classifiers for reference was probably higher
due to the easy distinction of shapes of the characters than made them easier to identity
by entity classifier (i.e. human vs. owl vs. cloud vs. sun).

5.4 Munuani, King of the Fish
This story had the clearest use of a VIP strategy among all of the stories analyzed. In
chapter 6, I explain the VIP strategy exhibited in this story in more detail. One reason I
believe that this story is so clear in the VIP strategy is that it has 3 continual characters
throughout the entire story. One is the VIP, one is a major character, and one is a minor
character. Because of this, it is easier to identify the VIP strategy than in the other stories.
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Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

0 (0%)

16 (19%)

69 (49%)

85 (33%)

Bare Noun

6 (33%)

25 (29%)

13 (8%)

44 (17%)

Noun Phrase

4 (22%)

3 (4%)

3 (2%)

10 (4%)

Index+Noun

1 (6%)

10 (12%)

5 (3%)

16 (6%)

Index

0 (0%)

2 (2%)

7 (5%)

9 (4%)

SASS

2 (11%)

1 (1%)

4 (3%)

7 (3%)

Entity Classifier 2 (11%)

24 (28%)

49 (32%)

75 (29%)

Other

3 (17%)

4 (5%)

4 (3%)

11 (4%)

Totals

18 (100%)

85 (100%)

154 (100%)

257 (100%)

Table 12: Referring Expressions in “Munuani, King of the Fish”

As seen in the percentages in table 13, this story follows the average reference results
quite closely. There are no major deviations from the average.

5.5 The story of Llivian
This story has parallel themes to Munuani, king of the fish in that it explores the
relationship between the young and the elderly. This story begins by introducing two
groups: the young and the old. Partway through the story, Llivian is introduced and
becomes the VIP for the rest of the story. It is clear from the low number of introductions
(see Table 14) that there are not many side characters that are introduced and then
discarded.
This signer uses traditional demonstrative signs twice during this story. I call this
type of demonstrative “traditional” in that it is a dedicated sign attached to mouthing of
the demonstrative in Spanish, and is not simple indexing (which can also act as a
demonstrative in the language along with other roles). Traditional demonstratives appear
to be quite rare in LSC as they only appear in two of the stories and then only twice or
three times. In this particular story, one demonstrative appears in an introduction, and one
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in a reintroduction. The instance of reintroduction, with ESO ‘that’, is shown below in
Example 19.
Example 19: The story of Llivian (01:38-01:44), Demonstrative in context.

PERO

PERSONA

IX-LLIVIAN

LLIVIAN

IX-LLIVIAN

but

person

this.one

Llivian

this.one

But the person, Llivian—he decided something.

int

t

DECIDIR

QUE.

ESO

ECHAR-FUERA.

IX-LLIVIAN

decide

what

That

throw.out

this.one

That act of throwing them out.

He, Llivian,

Role shift

t

LLIVIAN ECHAR-FUERA QUEDAR-MIRANDO. FUERTE ECHAR-FUERA
Llivian

throw.out

stand.and.watch

saw them thrown out.

strong

throw.out

It seemed too much.

In future research, it would be good to look more in depth into how this
demonstrative sign is used.
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Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

0 (0%)

5 (10%)

66 (65%)

71 (44%)

Bare Noun

3 (27%)

6 (12%)

2 (2%)

11 (7%)

Noun Phrase

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

1 (1%)

2 (1%)

Index+Noun

7 (63%)

13 (25%)

2 (2%)

22 (13%)

Index

0 (0%)

9 (18%)

7 (7%)

16 (10%)

SASS

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Entity Classifier 0 (0%)

6 (12%)

18 (18%)

24 (15%)

Other

1 (9%)

11 (22%)

5 (5%)

17 (10%)

Totals

11 (100%)

51 (100%)

101 (100%)

163 (100%)

Table 13: Referring Expressions in “The Story of Llivian”

This story had an unusually high occurrence of index+noun, especially in the
introduction category. It seems that this signer has a tendency to emphasize the locus of
the character when first introducing.

5.6 The waterfall of Tequendama
This story is interesting in that it has two major sections. The first part is the actual
story, the second part is a sort of epilogue about the waterfall’s history from ancient times
until today. The only maintained entity throughout the entire text is the river itself. There
is one fingerspelling in the story and it is a minor character.
It is difficult to point out the main character of the story. The people of the
indigenous tribe in the beginning are major actors, but become quite passive toward the
end. Another character, Bochica, is introduced about a third of the way into the story, and
is referred to only by sign name. Interestingly, the sign name appears to be a pre-existing
sign name, which would indicate that Bochica’s character is at least somewhat familiar to
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the Colombian Deaf community. Bochica is a deity of the Muisca tribe and a sort of folk
hero in several Colombian legends, this may explain the existing sign name. The Muisca
once lived in the Altiplano Cundiboyacense, a high plateau area which is where the
waterfall of Tequendama is located, and is the site of the present day city of Bogotá
(Ocampo López 2013).
The signer of this story also uses a traditional demonstrative more often than the
other signers: three times throughout the story. (Recall that The story of Llivian uses a
demonstrative twice: once as an introduction, and once as a reintroduction.) The waterfall
of Tequendama uses a demonstrative three times, and all three times are for maintained
references. This is possibly idiosyncratic to this particular signer, but because of the lack
of information about demonstrative use in LSC it is impossible to draw any conclusions.

Introduction

Reintroduction

Maintained

Totals

Zero anaphor

0 (0%)

8 (20%)

43 (46%)

51 (33%)

Bare Noun

4 (21%)

9 (23%)

6 (6%)

19 (12%)

Noun Phrase

6 (32%)

11 (28%)

9 (10%)

26 (17%)

Index+Noun

2 (11%)

1 (3%)

2 (2%)

5 (3%)

Index

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

7 (7%)

8 (5%)

SASS

2 (11%)

0 (0%)

7 (7%)

9 (6%)

Entity Classifier

1 (5%)

6 (15%)

15 (16%)

22 (14%)

Other

4 (21%)

4 (10%)

5 (5%)

13 (8%)

Totals

19 (100%)

40 (100%)

94 (100%)

153 (100%)

Table 14: Referring Expressions in “The Waterfall of Tequendama”

The signer of this story relied much more heavily on noun phrases than the other
signers. For reintroduction, this signer used a noun phrase 28% of the time versus 8% in
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the combined results. This signer also used noun phrases for maintenance 10% of the
time versus the average of 3%. In watching the story, I see no particular reason that this
would be the case in this particular story. It is probably idiosyncratic to this signer, or
perhaps due to nervousness during filming.
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CHAPTER 6 : REFERRING FORMS FOR MAJOR VS.
MINOR CHARACTERS
In most languages there is a way of signaling major characters and setting them apart
from minor characters in the narrative. Colombian Sign Language employs a strategy of
weighted introductions compared with light introductions. For major characters, the
introductions are made up of multiple clauses, often lasting 5-20 seconds or more, with
extensive description, and including the introduction of a sign name. In this particular
example (20) the hook hand is used as the sign name for the rest of the story.
Example 20: The pirate and the treasure (00:57-01:26), Introduction of major
characters.
Role shift: Pirate
IX-PRIMERO

t

HOMBRE SOMBRERO SASS-ALA-ANCHA.

this.first.person man

hat

wide.brim

The first man had a wide brimmed hat.

Role shift: Pirate

t

SASS-PLUMA-GRANDE

PLUMA-MOVIENDO

SASS-ALA-ANCHA.

large.curved.feather

feather.waving

wide.brim.hat

There was a large,curved feather on his hat, blowing in the wind.

GUAPO

BARBA.

CAMISA

MANGA-LARGA

CAMISA.

handsome

beard

shirt

long.sleeve

shirt

He was handsome with a beard.

His shirt was long sleeved.
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MANO-GANCHO

METAL

ORBE.

METAL BRILLANTE.

hook.hand

metal

orb

metal

shiny

His hand was a metal hook with a round base. The metal was shiny.

MANO-GANCHO AFILADO. OJO-PARCHE

ATADO-ATRAS.

hook.hand

tied.behind

sharp

eyepatch

The hook on his hand was sharp. He had an eyepatch that was tied behind his head.

Role shift: Pirate

t

Role shift: Pirate

OJO-PARCHE

MANO-GANCHO.

IX-MANO-GANCHO

LIDER

eyepatch

hook.hand

this.hook.hand

leader

He had an eyepatch and hook hand.

This first person, “Hook-hand”, was the

t
CONTROL

IX-PRIMERO.

control

this.first.person

leader and managed the others.
As can be seen in Example 19, this introduction of the major character in the story is
extremely weighted. It takes a total of 29 seconds, 10 clauses, and uses multiple types of
referring forms. In contrast, minor characters are usually referred to by their role (e.g.
father, sister, chief, etc) or by some simple, generic description (e.g. woman, young, old
etc), as in Example 21.
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Example 21: The little mermaid (00:24-00:25), Introduction of minor characters.
ABAJO-HAY TRES HERMAN@ SIRENA
down.there.is

three

sibling

mermaid

Down there were three mermaid siblings.
This introduction of the three mermaid sisters of the main character requires only 2.5
seconds and one clause. They are introduced in the same section and with the same
weight as the fish around the castle. It is interesting to note that these sisters do hold a
recurring role in the story and affect the overall plot quite a lot, but they are introduced
very simply and never given names. They are important only in that they are family to the
main character Hand-close-chest, and therefore only introduced as her sisters and nothing
else.
This pattern of elaborate vs. non-elaborate introductions was present across all the
stories.9 Main characters were introduced with longer introductions lasting several
seconds. Minor characters were introduced with a bare noun or a single noun phrase at
most.
There is, in addition, one story that quite clearly shows the pattern of a VIP (Very
Important Participant) strategy that maintains the importance of one character throughout.
Dooley and Levinsohn (2001) define a VIP strategy as follows:

In a VIP strategy, one participant is distinguished from the
rest when introduced, and a special set of terms refer to it,
no matter how many others have referred to it more
recently.

9

There were at least two major exceptions
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There are other languages that actually have special pronouns for the VIP in a
narrative that are not used otherwise. LSC is not an example of this type of overt VIP
system. There are, however, in the narratives clear indications of a VIP system in place
for referring forms. The most clear example is in the story Munuani, King of the Fish. In
this particular story, there are three active characters:
•

Kuntu, the old man who eventually kills Munuani

•

Munuani, the magical king of the fish

•

The Guahibo village who rejects Kuntu and then is saved by him.

Kuntu is the global VIP of the story. He is introduced right after the scene is set and
the village is introduced, and he is an active participant in the vast majority of the story.
Munuani is also a major character, but is not presented as the global VIP. The Guahibo
village is a more minor character, a helpless village for the majority of the story.
First consider how each of these characters are introduced. Kuntu is introduced
elaborately in an introduction that takes 14 seconds, 8 clauses and uses multiple referring
forms. See Example 22.
Example 22: Munuani, King of the Fish (00.45-00.59) Introduction of global VIP.
SOLO

CL-PERSONA-VIENE.

IX-CL

HOMBRE

VIEJO.

alone

sg.person.comes

this.person

sg.man

old

Alone, a person came.

Constructed action

He was an old man.

t

CAMINANDO-COMO-VIEJITO

VIEJO.

CL-PERSONA-VIENE.

sg.walking.stooped

old

sg.person.come

He walked stooped over since he was old.

He came.
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IX-CL

HABIL MENTE. HABIL CL-PERSONA-VIENE.

this.person skilled

mind

He had a very skilled intellect.

skilled

The skilled person came.

INT
IX-CL

sg.person.come

T

SIGNO

this.person what.sign

NOD

DAR.

KUNTU IX.

what.give

Kuntu

What sign shall we give him?

this.one

Kuntu, that’s him.

Munuani is introduced in a similar way, though slightly less weighted. His
introduction is 12 seconds long with 8 clauses—and interestingly enough also includes
multiple repetitions of the verb “come”, see Example 23.
Example 23: Munuani, King of the Fish (2:16-2:28) Introduction of a major
character.
INT

t

CL-PERSONA-VIENE-AL-PUEBLO. IX-CL.

REY PESCADO++

sg.person.come.to.village

what.this.person

king

A person came to the village

Who was this person? He was the king who

RECOGER++. CL-PERSONAVIENE.

IX-CL

WAO PELO-EN-CUERPO.

pl.recoger

sg.person.come

this.person

wow

gathers fish.

The person came.

The person had lots of hair all over his body.
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pl.fish

hair.all.over.body

Constructed Action

T

CL-PERSONA-VIENE.

CAMINANDO-FUERTE.

CL-PERSONA-VIENE-ALPUEBLO.

sg.person.come

walk.strongly

sg.person.come.to.village

The person came.

He walked along strongly.

The person came to the village

Munuani’s sign name is included in the introduction (Hair-all-over-body) and is used
for the rest of the story, but the name is not highlighted—perhaps because it is included
in the description of Munuani and is not a purposefully created sign (equivalent to calling
him ‘the hairy one’). While this is a weighted introduction, it is not quite as weighted as
the VIP of the story.
In contrast to both of these introductions, the village as a minor character is
introduced as follows in Example 24.
Example 24: Munuani, King of the Fish (00:21-00:23) Introduction of a minor
character.
INT

t

NOD

t

PUEBLO

INDIGENA.

DAR-PUEBLO

SIGNO.

GUAHIBO.

village

indigenous

give.village

sign

guahibo

There was an indigenous village. What sign will I give the village? It’s Guahibo.
The village is a minor character, but a recurring one. It is given a sign name—though
it is actually an already established sign used normally for that whole particular tribe in
northeastern Colombia. This would make the meaning of this sign something like “the
Guahibo village”. The introduction is only three clauses and takes 2.5 seconds.
Now, let us look at how these characters continue to be referenced after their
respective introductions. Kuntu, the VIP, is introduced elaborately. But, afterwards, when
reintroduced his reference is coded less than other characters. For example, there is an
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extended scene where Kuntu is not present (Munuani is threatening the villagers that had
already sent Kuntu away). Then Kuntu is reintroduced in Example 25.
Example 25: Munuani, king of the fish (04:02-04:05), Reintroduction of VIP
Constructed Action
IX

KUNTU TRABAJAR++

This Kuntu

working

t
PREPARAR++.
preparing.

Kuntu was working and preparing here.
This reintroduction consists of a simple index and sign name. The next clause uses a
zero anaphor reference before dropping into constructed dialogue without any orienter to
indicate who is speaking.
In contrast, Munuani is reintroduced after an absence with four clauses as seen in
Example 26.
Example 26: Munuani, king of the fish (04:52-04:59), Reintroduction of major nonVIP character.
INT

U

ABAJO

PESCADO.

IX-PESCADO.

PESCADO IX-PESCADO

below.boat

fish

what.fish

fish

Below the boat was a fish. What fish?

This fish was Munuani.

U
MUNUANI. IX-FRENTE
Munuani

this.fish

CAMBIAR.

this.character change
He (had) changed.
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U
IX-PESCADO

MUNUANI

PESCADO

PESCADO-NADAR.

this.fish

Munuani

fish

swam

Munuani as a fish was swimming.
As can be seen, the reintroduction for a non-VIP major character is still quite lengthy
when compared with the reintroduction for the central VIP. It is important, however to
note that this is the first time that Munuani appears in the form of a fish, so the lengthy
reintroduction may be related to the change in shape. Below are two examples taken from
other stories to show reintroductions after a more prolonged absence from the story.
Example 27: The story of Llivian (07:11-07:12), Reintroduction of major non-VIP
character.
Role shift

t

CINCO

PERSONAS

JEFES

IX

DAR-PALMADAS

LLAMAR.

five

people

bosses

those

clap-hands

call

Those five bosses clapped their hands and called (to their servants).

Example 28: The waterfall of Tequendama (05:24-05:26), Reintroduction of major
non-VIP character.
Role shift

t

OTRO

BOCHICA

VER.

DIOS

SENTIR-MISERICORDIA

other

Bochica

see.

God

feel.mercy

The other one, Bochica, saw.

The god felt mercy (for them).

As can be seen in examples 27 and 28, reintroduction of a non-VIP major character
does not always take 4 clauses as in the case of Munuani. But the reintroductions are still
more weighted than the VIP (which are consistently reintroduced with a bare noun or
zero anaphor reference in these two stories). The reintroduction in example 27 is one
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clause, but the reference consists of an number, two nouns in apposition, and an index.
This is an unusually weighted noun phrase for LSC.
In Example 28, the reintroduction is two clauses. The first clause refers to the
character by name, and the second clause uses a title (the god). Both references refer to
the same character.
Returning to the story Munuani, king of the fish, the weighted reintroduction of the
non-VIP main character can be further contrasted with the reintroduction of a minor
character, as in Example 29.
Example 29: Munuani, king of the fish (02:14-02:15), Reintroduction of minor
character
Exist
PUEBLO

t

GUAHIBO PUEBLO

Community Guahibo

there.is.community

There is the community of Guahibo.
This reintroduction of a minor character is still much less weighted than the
reintroduction of Munuani. Even the shorter reintroductions shown in Example 26 and 27
are still more weighted as Example 26 has an extra modifier of the noun and an index
added to the reference that would not appear on a less important character.
All of these examples are reintroductions after a prolonged absence from the story. I
define a prolonged absence as a character not being mentioned throughout an entire
scene. A short absence, however, could be just one clause between mentions.
To look at overall trends of reference, I counted the references in the story and
created separate charts for these three characters in discussion.
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Figure 11: Munuani King of the Fish, References to Kuntu in the reintroduction and
maintained reference categories. Numbers are in percentages.

As can be seen in Figure 11, when the VIP is reintroduced (short or long absence),
he is slightly more likely to be referred to with a zero anaphor. though classifiers and
nominal references are sometimes used. For maintained reference, the pattern is the same,
but there is a much more stark preference for zero-anaphor reference, and nominal
reference is fairly rare.
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Figure 12: Munuani King of the Fish, References to Munuani in the reintroduction and
maintained reference categories. Numbers are in percentages.

As can be seen clearly in Figure 12, Munuani is almost always referred to with an entity
classifier or bare noun in reintroduction. Reintroductions with a zero-anaphor reference
are very rarely used for this character—which is in sharp contrast to Kuntu.
In maintained reference, classifiers are the preferred form as well, followed by
Zero-anaphor, and then nominal. This pattern is also different from Kuntu’s referring
pattern in the preference for classifiers rather than zero-anaphor.
This preference for classifier may be related again to the change of shape in
Munuani’s character as he shifts from hairy monster to fish and back again. But even so,
there is a difference in patterning from Kuntu in regards to nominal references as well.
In the case of the more minor character, the village, the trends are also clearly
different from either of the other characters. (See Figure 13)
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Figure 13: Munuani King of the Fish, References to the Guahibo Village in the
reintroduction and maintained reference categories. Numbers are in percentages

As can be seen in Figure 13, when the Guahibo village is reintroduced, only nominal
references or classifiers are used, and nominal references are vastly more common. Of
the nominal references for reintroduction, 60% were noun phrases and 40% were bare
nouns. This is quite significant since in the case of Munuani and Kuntu, much fewer of
the nominal reintroductions were noun phrases compared to bare nouns.
This brings us to maintained references. Maintained references are references to
characters that were mentioned in the previous clause as well. In maintained references,
the differences between the three categories are not quite as easy to detect. Kuntu, the
VIP, is more often referred to with a zero anaphor reference in maintained reference,
while Munuani was more likely to be referenced with an entity classifier. The village is
mostly likely to be reference with a zero anaphor reference in maintained references—but
it is important to note that there are only twelve maintained references to the village in
the entire story, so numbers could be a bit skewed.
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It appears then that in this story, the signer is making use of a three tiered system.
The main character or VIP uses the most coding in introduction, but less coding
throughout the rest of the story. A major character who is not the VIP uses lots of coding
for both introduction and reintroduction. The minor characters use less coding in
introduction and reintroduction.
In summary, LSC can make use of a VIP strategy in narrative discourse to highlight
one particular participant as the most important throughout the story. This creates a threetiered system of VIP, major character, and minor character. The VIP is introduced in a
more elaborate way than the other characters, and then uses less coding throughout the
rest of the story, relying more heavily on zero anaphor reference than other characters in
the story.
A major character is also introduced with an elaborate introduction. Reintroductions
and maintained references to the major character are mostly likely to be classifiers.
When a minor character is reintroduced, nominal references are by far the most
common. For maintained references, zero anaphor was the most common reference type.
These findings relate well to the hierarchy of accessibility that was proposed in
chapter 4. Since the VIP of a story is perpetually foregrounded, it would be expected that
after the initial introduction, less coding would be needed throughout the rest of the story.
For a major character, less coding is expected, but more than a VIP. A minor character
would be less accessible when reintroduced, so more coding would be needed. See below
in Table 15.
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Referent Accessibility

Referring Expressions

Least

Noun Phrases
SASSes*
Bare nouns
Semantic Classifiers
Index*
Zero-anaphor

Most
*tentative. Requires more data to confirm.

Table 15 (Previously listed as Table 4): Preferred LSC referring expressions as a function
of referent accessibility.

This is exactly what we see happening in LSC. The VIP is most often referred to
with zero anaphor reference (referring expression for the most accessible referents) after
the initial introduction. A major character is most often referred to with semantic
classifiers after the initial introduction, which is a little farther down the scale of
accessibility. The minor character was most often referred to with noun phrases and bare
nouns (and one instance of SASS) in reintroductions, and zero anaphor references for
maintained reference.
All of this analysis was taken from one story where the VIP strategy was particularly
apparent due to a limited number of characters and high continuity of characters (the
characters were not being dropped and new ones introduced later). However these trends
are apparent through the other stories as well. Elaborate introductions for the VIP, and
less elaborate for the main characters, is the general pattern throughout most of the
stories. For example, in the story The little mermaid, Hand-closed-chest (the VIP) is
introduced with an extended introduction of 22 seconds, while her father (a major
character), is introduced with an introduction of 10 seconds. Her sisters (minor
characters) are introduced simply in an introduction that takes 2.5 seconds. Her father is
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then referred to with bare nouns or classifiers until he is replaced as a major character by
the prince. The prince is also introduced with a medium length introduction and then
reintroduced mostly with bare nouns and classifiers. The general pattern holds true across
the stories, although it may not present in exactly the same way.
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CHAPTER 7 : CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the data I have examined in this thesis appears to show that LSC has a
different hierarchical structure for referring forms as compared to ASL. The referring
forms themselves are similar to ASL, so that at first glance they may appear to be used in
the same way. But the hierarchy of accessibility of information for the referring forms is
somewhat different. Prior research in ASL suggests that semantic classifiers (entity and
handling) are placed at the highly accessible end of the spectrum for referring forms,
since they rarely if ever appear in introduction or reintroduction positions. For LSC,
however, this is not the case. In the data I examined, semantic classifiers were used
almost equally in all positions.

Referent
ASL: Frederiksen &
Accessibility
Mayberry (2016)
Least

ASL: Czubek (2017)

LSC

Nominal

Definite Description
(NPs etc)

SASSes*

SASSes

SASSes

Nominal

Zero Anaphor from
Agr. Verbs and CA

Indexing

Entity Classifiers

Zero Anaphor from
plain verbs

Constructed Action

Index*

Semantic (Entity)
Classifiers

Zero anaphor

Zero-anaphor

Semantic (Entity)
Classifiers
Most

Verb agreement

*tentative. Requires more data to confirm.

Table 16 (Previously listed as Table 8): Comparison of accessibility hierarchies of
reference forms in ASL and LSC
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Because of the different ways that the studies in the different languages classified the
referring forms, it was difficult to determine what major differences there might be in the
languages besides the observed differences in treatment of entity classifiers.
Another interesting finding was that zero anaphor reference did not occur without
constructed action. This is not the case in ASL, or other sign languages that I am familiar
with. But in these six stories, if there was no constructed action, the signers reverted to a
more explicit form of reference.
Through the process of analysis, it became apparent that some of the stories showed
signs of a VIP strategy. In the story Munuani, King of the Fish, there is a clear system of
three tiers of reference. The VIP is introduced with a very heavy and long introduction,
then coded much lighter for reintroductions and maintained references. A major character
that is not a VIP is introduced with a heavy introduction, but not quite as heavy, and then
coded lighter, but not as light as the VIP for reintroductions and maintained references..
A minor character is introduced with a light introduction and then coded more heavily for
reintroductions and maintained references.
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